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Abstract: Optically very thin ice clouds from the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder
Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) and ground-based Raman lidars (RL) at the atmospheric radiation
measurement (ARM) sites of the Southern Great Plains (SGP) and Tropical Western Pacific (TWP)
are analyzed. The optically very thin ice clouds, with ice cloud column optical depths below 0.01,
are about 23% of the transparent ice-cloudy profiles from the RL, compared to 4–7% from CALIPSO.
The majority (66–76%) of optically very thin ice clouds from the RLs are found to be adjacent to ice
clouds with ice cloud column optical depths greater than 0.01. The temporal structure of RL-observed
optically very thin ice clouds indicates a clear sky–cloud continuum. Global cloudiness estimates
from CALIPSO observations leveraged with high-sensitivity RL observations suggest that CALIPSO
may underestimate the global cloud fraction when considering optically very thin ice clouds.
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1. Introduction

Ice clouds are located globally and are recognized to be climatically important [1]. Ice clouds
with small optical depths are prevalent spatially and temporally [2–8]. Optically thin ice clouds are
important for accurate cloud net radiative forcing estimation [6,9–12]. Many recent investigations
have expanded the knowledge of the ice cloud radiative forcing for ice clouds [11,13–16], with an
increased emphasis on the importance of ice clouds with small optical depths [11]. In particular,
Campbell et al. [14] found the very thinnest ice clouds to impart a net daytime cooling effect.
Fu et al. [17] showed that tropical thin cirrus clouds play an important role in modulating the
temperature structure in the tropical tropopause layer [18]. Accurate global ice cloud observations
in terms of occurrence and optical depth, therefore, prove crucial to understanding the impact of ice
clouds on the climate.

Satellite-based measurements provide the opportunity for a globally-comprehensive ice cloud
understanding. The launch of the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP)
on-board the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) has
offered an unprecedented global representation of ice cloud occurrence and optical depth [19].
Many studies have leveraged CALIPSO’s capability to characterize ice clouds, providing new insights
into the global ice cloud observations [5,20–27].

The satellite capabilities afforded by CALIPSO’s lidar include detecting tenuous clouds that
present a challenge to radars [28] and passive sensors [29]. CALIPSO observations show optically thin
clouds which were previously difficult to detect [13,15,30,31]. At the lower end of optical depths are
subvisual ice clouds (τ < 0.03) [32], which CALIPSO observations reveal are distributed globally [20,25].
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CALIPSO can detect ice clouds with optical depths of 0.01 or less with sufficient averaging [19].
However, optically thin features, including both aerosols and clouds, can still go undetected by
CALIPSO [33–35]. Thorsen et al. [34] and Thorsen et al. [35] found that CALIPSO was unable to detect
all radiatively significant aerosols. Davis et al. [33] found when comparing observations from aircraft
lidar measurements off the Pacific Coast of Central America to CALIPSO that the majority of cirrus
with optical depths below 0.01 went undetected by CALIPSO.

The atmospheric radiation measurement (ARM) program [36] operates ground-based Raman
lidars (RL), which have been shown to perform well for ice cloud detection [8,37–39]. In particular, the
RL’s high sensitivity is capable of detecting optically thin ice clouds [8]. Here, we assess ice clouds
with an optical depth below 0.01, which are detected by the high-sensitivity RL.

In this study, the ground-based ARM RLs are used to investigate optically very thin ice clouds
(τ < 0.01) at the ARM Southern Great Plains (SGP) and Tropical Western Pacific (TWP) sites. The overall
occurrence, nearby atmospheric environment, temporal structure, horizontal extent and vertical
occurrence of optically very thin ice clouds are examined for the RL and CALIPSO. In addition, the
potential implications for global cloudiness estimates are explored by leveraging the global CALIPSO
cloud observations with high-sensitivity RL observations.

The ground-based RL and satellite-based CALIPSO datasets are described in Section 2, including
a case of a collocated section between the two instruments [8]. The methodology is presented in
Section 3. Optically very thin ice clouds from the RL and CALIPSO are analyzed and compared in
Section 4. A discussion of the uncertainties in the optical depths is presented in Section 5. The summary
and concluding remarks are given in Section 6.

2. Data

2.1. Raman Lidar

The ARM RL operates at 355 nm and measures the elastic and Raman scattered light of nitrogen
and water vapor in addition to two Raman rotational channels [40–42]. The retrieval algorithm used
to retrieve cloud and aerosol properties from the RLs is feature detection and extinction retrieval
(FEX) [38,39]. RL-FEX applies thresholds to multiple quantities to identify features and distinguish
those features into clouds and aerosols. The multiple quantities stem from the multiple channels and
two fields of view included in the instrument design of the RL, which results in increased information
to identify features and determine the extinction. RL-FEX uses the elastic and nitrogen channels
of the RL, and the multiple quantities include the scattering ratios derived using the elastic and
nitrogen channel signals from both the narrow (0.3 mrad) and wide (2 mrad) fields of view, and
the scattering ratio derived using only the elastic channel and the total volume depolarization ratio.
Features are classified based on the corresponding thermodynamic state of the atmosphere from
radiosonde measurements in addition to their scattering properties (i.e., the lidar ratio, backscatter,
and depolarization ratio). RL-FEX uses a best-estimate approach for extinction retrievals to minimize
the uncertainty. The primary method utilizes directly-retrieved extinction profiles from the Raman
method. Other methods include the transmission method, and the methods relying on inference
from nearby directly-retrieved measurements or assuming the lidar ratio based on a climatological
value. The best-estimate extinction approach results in the majority of ice cloud particulate extinction
to be directly retrieved (i.e., no assumptions are necessary for the lidar ratio) [8,39]. The RLs have
been shown to detect high clouds well, which allows for the detection of optically very thin ice
clouds [8,37–39].

The RLs used in this analysis are located at the Southern Great Plains (SGP) site in Lamont,
Oklahoma (36.61◦ N, 97.49◦ W) and the Tropical Western Pacific (TWP) site in Darwin, Australia
(12.43◦ S, 130.89◦ E). We only analyze the ice clouds containing randomly oriented ice particles.
The time period extends from 1 August 2008 to 31 August 2016 at the SGP site and 15 December
2010 to 1 January 2015 at the TWP site. While the RL default averaging resolutions are temporally
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10 min/vertically 30 m [8], we use 8 min/60 m and 24 min/60 m to match CALIPSO’s resolutions for
ice cloud extinction retrievals over SGP and TWP, respectively [8].

2.2. CALIPSO

Launched in April 2006 into the A-Train satellite constellation, the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and
Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) provides near-global cloud and aerosol
observations [19]. The instrument utilized in this study is CALIOP (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with
Orthogonal Polarization), which is a polarization-sensitive lidar operated at 532 and 1064 nm.
The CALIPSO Level 2 Version 4 5 km cloud profile product (CPro) is used for ice cloud optical depth and
vertical occurrence information. The CALIPSO Level 2 Version 4 5 km merged cloud and aerosol layer
product (MLay) is used to include all feature types detected in a case study comparison. The CALIPSO
Level 2 Version 4 5 km cloud layer product (CLay) is used to construct global cloud fractions.

Cloud and aerosol detection uses a threshold algorithm detailed in Winker et al. [43], and the
corresponding extinction retrieval is described in Young and Vaughan [44] with the latest extinction
retrieval updates highlighted in Young et al. [45] CALIPSO cloud products estimate the lidar ratio
using either constrained or unconstrained retrievals. Constrained retrievals utilize the transmission
method when features are bounded by clear air [6]. The constrained retrievals constrain the feature’s
two-way transmittance, which results in a measure of the effective lidar ratio (i.e., the product of the
lidar ratio and multiple scattering factor). Unconstrained retrievals are utilized when a constrained
retrieval is not possible. Unconstrained retrievals for ice clouds estimate the lidar ratio based on the
temperature following the Version 4 temperature-dependent parameterizations of the lidar ratio [45].
In this study, both constrained and unconstrained retrievals are considered.

Ice cloud analysis is limited to randomly oriented ice particles. Optical depth retrievals are limited
to those with an extinction quality control flag value of 0, 1 and 2 [45]. The cloud fraction analysis is
limited to low, medium, and high-confidence cloud layers (i.e., CAD scores ≥ 20). Data extends from
13 June 2006 to 31 August 2016, which represents the beginning of CALIPSO’s dataset through to the
end of the RL’s dataset.

2.3. Transparent and Collocated Profiles

For a comparison between the RL and CALIPSO, the profiles from both measurements are limited
to those in which the lidar passes through the atmosphere without fully attenuating, i.e., transparent
profiles, unless otherwise stated. For the RLs, transparent profiles are defined as those where the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is greater than 1 at 16 and 18 km at SGP and TWP, respectively. For CALIPSO,
transparent profiles are defined as those where all single laser shots (1/3 km resolution) detect the
ground within the 5 km profile (final data product resolution). Collocated profiles are defined for the
RL as ±4 h of a CALIPSO flyover and for CALIPSO as within 5◦ latitude by 5◦ longitude box centered
over the SGP and TWP sites when the RL is operational.

To force more consistent transparent collocated profiles between the RL and CALIPSO, the
percentage of transparent profiles are matched for each collocated flyover section. The percentage of
transparent profiles refers to the number of transparent collocated profiles divided by the total number
of collocated profiles. The collocated flyover section refers to all RL profiles ±4 h of a CALIPSO flyover
and all CALIPSO profiles within a 5◦ latitude by 5◦ longitude box centered over the RL for the same
flyover time. To match the percentage of transparent profiles, transparent profiles for the platform
with a higher percentage are randomly thrown away until the percentage matches the percentage of
the other platform for the given collocated flyover section.
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Balmes et al. [8] compared the transparent collocated ice cloud column optical depth between
the CALIPSO and RL. They found that CALIPSO mean ice cloud column optical depths are larger
than the RL with the default resolutions (10 min/30 m) by 92% and 63% at SGP and TWP, respectively.
They showed that these ice cloud column optical depth differences can largely be reconciled by using
consistent resolution, lidar ratio, and transparent percentage, and accounting for the RL’s higher cloud
fraction. The higher cloud fraction from the RLs than CALIPSO highlights the RL’s high sensitivity for
detecting optically thin ice clouds. CALIPSO can detect ice clouds with optical depths of 0.01 or less
with sufficient averaging [19]. This study will focus on ice clouds with ice cloud column optical depths
below 0.01 from both the RL and CALIPSO and compare them.

Case Study

To understand how the optically very thin ice clouds manifest themselves for the RL and CALIPSO
observations, we first show a collocated section case, which allows a comparison of the time (and
space) evolution of ice cloud column optical depth and vertical profiles of features, including those
other than transparent ice clouds. The case is for the collocated section on 18 January 2010 with the
RL observations in Figure 1 and CALIPSO observations in Figure 2. CALIPSO passed near the SGP
site at around 20:00 UTC. The ice cloud column optical depth for all profiles (including attenuated
profiles) are plotted versus time for the RL and versus latitude/longitude for CALIPSO. All feature
types detected, including aerosols and liquid clouds, are plotted by time (latitude/longitude) and
height for the RL (CALIPSO). The corresponding backscatter is also plotted for all features detected in
terms of particulate backscatter for the RL and layer-integrated attenuated backscatter for CALIPSO.

The RL profiles reveal the detection of optically very thin ice clouds. The consecutive profiles of
small optical depths are directly adjacent to profiles with ice cloud column optical depths exceeding
0.01 and ice cloud-free profiles; i.e., cloud edges. Around 20:30 UTC, the temporal structure of the
optical depths indicates a general increase from around 0.001 to 0.1 and then a decrease back to near
0.001. The same structure is observed at around 23:00 UTC with increasing optical depth from below
to above the threshold of 0.01. The temporal evolution provides evidence for the clear sky–cloud
continuum [46,47]. The continuum suggests that a transition period exists between clear sky and
clouds (aerosols) such that typical binary approaches to clear versus cloudy skies do not adequately
capture the atmosphere. The high sensitivity of the RL to detect optically very thin ice clouds provides
the capability to observe the clear sky–ice cloud continuum.

The CALIPSO-collocated profiles for this case study do not contain optically very thin ice clouds,
although CALIPSO does observe optically very thin ice clouds (Figure 3). Nonetheless, there are ice
clouds above lower liquid clouds for attenuated profiles, which may go undetected by a ground-based
lidar. This highlights the importance of satellite-based lidars to observe high altitude ice clouds without
having to pass through low altitude liquid clouds. Additionally, this highlights the importance of
considering transparent profiles when comparing satellite-based and ground-based instruments.
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Figure 1. Raman lidar (RL) retrievals on 18 January 2010 at the Southern Great Plains (SGP) site for 
collocated profiles with Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations 
(CALIPSO) (±4 h). (a) Ice cloud column optical depths for transparent profiles (red) and attenuated 
profiles (blue) versus time in UTC. The optically very thin ice cloud threshold ( , < 0.01) is denoted 
by the dot-dashed black line. The percentage of transparent ice cloud column optical depths below 
this threshold compared to all transparent ice cloud column optical depths for this collocated section 
is labeled to the right of the graph. The percentage of ice cloudy profiles that are transparent and 
attenuated are given above the graph to the right. (b) Feature classification as either liquid cloud (red), 
rain (purple), horizontally-oriented ice (HOI; brown), aerosol (gray), transparent ice clouds with , ≥ 0.01 (light blue), transparent ice clouds with , < 0.01 (dark blue) or attenuated ice clouds 
(black). (c) Particulate backscatter ( , expressed as the log, units: km−1sr−1) for all features detected. 

Figure 1. Raman lidar (RL) retrievals on 18 January 2010 at the Southern Great Plains (SGP) site for
collocated profiles with Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO)
(±4 h). (a) Ice cloud column optical depths for transparent profiles (red) and attenuated profiles
(blue) versus time in UTC. The optically very thin ice cloud threshold (τi,c < 0.01) is denoted by the
dot-dashed black line. The percentage of transparent ice cloud column optical depths below this
threshold compared to all transparent ice cloud column optical depths for this collocated section
is labeled to the right of the graph. The percentage of ice cloudy profiles that are transparent and
attenuated are given above the graph to the right. (b) Feature classification as either liquid cloud
(red), rain (purple), horizontally-oriented ice (HOI; brown), aerosol (gray), transparent ice clouds with
τi,c ≥ 0.01 (light blue), transparent ice clouds with τi,c < 0.01 (dark blue) or attenuated ice clouds
(black). (c) Particulate backscatter (β, expressed as the log, units: km−1sr−1) for all features detected.
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(within 5° latitude by 5° longitude box centered over SGP). (a) Ice cloud column optical depths for 
transparent profiles (red) and attenuated profiles (blue) versus latitude/longitude. The optically very 
thin ice cloud threshold ( , < 0.01) is denoted by the dot-dashed black line. The percentage of 
transparent ice cloud column optical depths below this threshold compared to all transparent ice 
cloud column optical depths for this collocated section is labeled to the right of the graph. The 
percentage of ice cloudy profiles that are transparent and attenuated are given above the graph to the 
right. (b) Feature classification as either liquid cloud (red), opaque randomly-oriented ice clouds 
(purple), horizontally-oriented ice (HOI; brown), aerosol (gray), stratospheric feature (orange), 
transparent ice clouds with , ≥ 0.01 (light blue), transparent ice clouds with , < 0.01 (dark blue) 
or attenuated ice clouds (black). (c) Layer-integrated attenuated backscatter ( , expressed as the log, 
units: sr−1) for all features detected. 

3. Methods  

To examine the optically very thin ice clouds (τ < 0.01), all transparent profiles from the RLs are 
considered without discarding profiles when CALIPSO is not passing over. All transparent profiles 
from the CALIPSO within a 5° latitude by 5° longitude box centered over the SGP and TWP sites are 
considered without discarding profiles when the RL is not operational. Discarding these profiles 

Figure 2. CALIPSO retrievals on 18 January 2010 over the SGP site for collocated profiles with RL
(within 5◦ latitude by 5◦ longitude box centered over SGP). (a) Ice cloud column optical depths for
transparent profiles (red) and attenuated profiles (blue) versus latitude/longitude. The optically very
thin ice cloud threshold (τi,c < 0.01) is denoted by the dot-dashed black line. The percentage of
transparent ice cloud column optical depths below this threshold compared to all transparent ice cloud
column optical depths for this collocated section is labeled to the right of the graph. The percentage
of ice cloudy profiles that are transparent and attenuated are given above the graph to the right.
(b) Feature classification as either liquid cloud (red), opaque randomly-oriented ice clouds (purple),
horizontally-oriented ice (HOI; brown), aerosol (gray), stratospheric feature (orange), transparent ice
clouds with τi,c ≥ 0.01 (light blue), transparent ice clouds with τi,c < 0.01 (dark blue) or attenuated ice
clouds (black). (c) Layer-integrated attenuated backscatter (γ′, expressed as the log, units: sr−1) for all
features detected.
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of 0.01 (cyan line) are shown as “x” and the percentage values are given on the left. Mean and median 
values are given in the parentheses. Data for the RL at the SGP site are from August 2008 to August 
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Figure 3. Cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of ice cloud column optical depths for transparent
ice cloud profiles from CALIPSO (red) and RL with CALIPSO-like extinction retrieval resolution
(i.e., 8 min/60 m at SGP and 24 min/60 m at the Tropical Western Pacific (TWP) site) (black) for the
(a) SGP and the (b) TWP sites. The percentages of the distribution below the ice cloud column optical
depth of 0.01 (cyan line) are shown as “x” and the percentage values are given on the left. Mean and
median values are given in the parentheses. Data for the RL at the SGP site are from August 2008 to
August 2016 and at the TWP site from December 2010 to January 2015. Data for CALIPSO for both the
SGP and TWP sites are from June 2006 to August 2016.

3. Methods

To examine the optically very thin ice clouds (τ < 0.01), all transparent profiles from the RLs are
considered without discarding profiles when CALIPSO is not passing over. All transparent profiles
from the CALIPSO within a 5◦ latitude by 5◦ longitude box centered over the SGP and TWP sites
are considered without discarding profiles when the RL is not operational. Discarding these profiles
produces nearly identical results to those presented here. Overall, the total number of transparent
profiles considered are 334,675 for the RL over SGP, 100,640 for CALIPSO over SGP, 25,958 for the RL
over TWP and 100,652 for CALIPSO over TWP in this analysis (see Table 1).

Ice cloud column optical depths are constructed as integrating all ice cloud particulate extinction
within a profile, expressed as

τi,c =
∫ ztop

zbase

αi(z)dz (1)

where τi,c is the ice cloud column optical depth, αi is ice cloud particulate extinction in km−1, and ztop

(zbase) is the highest (lowest) ice cloud top (base) height of the atmospheric profile.
Ice clouds with column optical depths below 0.01 are analyzed to determine the nearby profile

conditions. For all transparent ice cloud profiles with ice cloud column optical depths below 0.01,
the consecutive profiles are grouped, and the profiles directly preceding and succeeding the group in
time/space are checked. If the ice cloud column optical depth is above 0.01 for either the preceding or
succeeding profile, but the profile on the other side is clear sky, this group of optically very thin ice
cloud profiles are considered as a “cloud edge.” If both the preceding and succeeding profiles have an
ice cloud column optical depth above 0.01, the group of optically very thin ice clouds are considered as
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“in-between clouds.” If both the preceding and succeeding profiles are clear sky, the group of optically
very thin ice clouds are considered as “isolated.” The group that does not belong to the above three
categories is not considered here, which are related to the preceding/succeeding profiles that have no
measurements or are attenuated. They represent only about 10% of the optically very thin ice cloud
profiles from both the RL and CALIPSO.

Table 1. Number of total available profiles, transparent profiles, and transparent ice cloud profiles
(i.e., transparent profiles where ice clouds are detected) for the RL and CALIPSO at the SGP and TWP
sites. For the transparent ice cloud profiles, the number of profiles with ice cloud column optical depths
greater than 0 (i.e., all transparent ice cloud profiles), less than 0.01, less than 0.005 and less than 0.001
are given. The numbers in the parentheses are the fraction relative to the number of all transparent ice
cloud profiles. Data for the RL at the SGP site are from August 2008 to August 2016 and at the TWP
site from December 2010 to January 2015. Data for CALIPSO for both the SGP and TWP sites are from
June 2006 to August 2016.

SGP TWP

RL CALIPSO RL CALIPSO

Total 479,517 168,730 36,640 157,125
Transparent 334,675 100,640 25,958 100,652

Transparent, τi,c > 0 121,912 24,847 20,257 54,025
Transparent, τi,c < 0.01 28,394 (23%) 1000 (4%) 4471 (22%) 3681 (7%)

Transparent, τi,c < 0.005 21,630 (18%) 415 (2%) 3026 (15%) 1199 (2%)
Transparent, τi,c < 0.001 11,180 (9%) 45 (0%) 1053 (5%) 108 (0%)

4. Results

4.1. Ice Cloudy Optical Depth Distribution

Figure 3 shows the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of ice cloud column optical depths
for transparent profiles when ice clouds are detected for the RL and CALIPSO. The dashed cyan line
for τi,c = 0.01 highlights the focus of this study on the distribution of transparent ice cloud column
optical depths below this threshold. It is seen that at both sites, more than 20% of transparent ice cloud
profiles from the RLs have τi,c < 0.01, but only a few percent of those from CALIPSO have τi,c < 0.01.
The RL observes more transparent ice cloud column optical depths below 0.01 than CALIPSO at both
SGP and TWP, indicating the higher sensitivity of the RL in comparison to CALIPSO. In Figure 3,
the percentages of the transparent profiles from the RLs and CALIPSO are not forced to be the
same. By using consistent resolutions between the RL and CALIPSO and noting a small effect of the
transparent definitions, the differences in the CDFs between the RL and CALIPSO are mainly related
to the differences in instrument sensitivity [8]. The different lidar ratios used also play a role in these
differences. Considering transparent profiles that are not necessarily temporally collocated might also
contribute. Table 1 lists the number of profiles for all time, transparent, ice cloud transparent, and ice
cloud transparent with ice cloud column optical depths below 0.01, 0.005, and 0.001 for the RLs and
CALIPSO at SGP and TWP. The RL always observes more profiles of optically very thin ice clouds
relative to total ice cloud transparent profiles in comparison to CALIPSO.

4.2. Optically Very Thin Ice Clouds Adjacent Profiles

Figure 4 shows the percentage breakdown of transparent ice cloud profiles with ice cloud column
optical depths below 0.01 separated into cloud edge, in-between clouds or isolated based on the
immediately adjacent profiles for the RL and CALIPSO. The percentage breakdown is constructed for
the number of columns in each category counted individually as well as the number of groups
of continuous profiles of transparent ice cloud column optical depth below 0.01. For example,
if 5 consecutive profiles of ice cloud column optical depths below 0.01 are preceded by a clear-sky
profile and succeeded by an ice cloud column optical depth greater than 0.01, the column count for
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edge would increase by 5 and the group count for edge would increase by 1. The motivation to separate
the analysis into columns and groups is for continuous columns to be counted both individually and
as a single group because the continuous columns stem from the same time and atmospheric state.
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Figure 4. Percentage breakdown of the transparent ice cloud profiles with ice cloud column optical
depths below 0.01 into “edge”, “in-between” and “isolated” for the RL (left) and CALIPSO (right) at
the SGP (top two) and TWP (bottom two) sites. “Edge” refers to one of the adjacent profiles with an ice
cloud column optical depth above 0.01 and where the other adjacent profile is clear sky. “In-between”
refers to both of the adjacent profiles with an ice cloud column optical depth above 0.01. “Isolated”
refers to both of the adjacent profiles being clear sky. The percentage breakdown is considered for
columns (blue) and groups (red), where columns count all transparent ice cloud profiles with ice cloud
column optical depths below 0.01 equally and groups count consecutive transparent ice cloud profiles
with ice cloud column optical depths below 0.01 as one group. The total number of samples for each
panel is given in the parentheses. Data for the RL at the SGP site are from August 2008 to August 2016
and at the TWP site from December 2010 to January 2015. Data for CALIPSO for both the SGP and
TWP site are from June 2006 to August 2016.

For the RL, the cloud edge category has the largest percentage of transparent ice cloud profiles
with ice cloud column optical depths below 0.01 over both SGP (~44%) and TWP (~47%) regardless of
columns or groups. When combining together the percentages for cloud edge and in-between columns,
66% and 76% of the optically very thin ice clouds are adjacent to optically thicker ice clouds at SGP and
TWP, respectively. For the RL, the breakdown percentage is similar in terms of columns and groups.
The large percentage of optically very thin ice clouds nearby optically thicker ice clouds provides
confidence that the small optical depths are real phenomena and not noise (i.e., false positives). For the
isolated category, about 10% more optically very thin ice clouds are observed at SGP than at TWP
relative to the total number of optically very thin ice clouds observed. The difference is possibly related
to differences between mid-latitude (i.e., SGP) and tropical (i.e., TWP) ice clouds, such as in their
formation or horizontal extent (Section 4.3).
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For CALIPSO, the cloud edge category is largest for columns but the in-between category is
largest for groups for both SGP and TWP. Similar to the RL, combining the cloud edge and in-between
percentages together yields 82% over both SGP and TWP, indicating that the vast majority of optically
very thin ice clouds are directly next to optically thicker ice clouds. The in-between percentage is larger
compared to the RL at the expense of a smaller percentage for the cloud edge.

Figure 5 shows the CDFs for transparent ice cloud column optical depths below 0.01 as well as the
CDFs for those associated with cloud edge, in between clouds and isolated for the RL and CALIPSO.
The RL distributions indicate that isolated optically very thin ice clouds contain the thinnest optical
depths, which is also supported by the smallest mean optical depth. In-between clouds have the
largest optical depths and highest mean optical depth, unsurprisingly, given the larger optical depths
of both the preceding and succeeding profile. The distribution for cloud edges is in the middle in terms
of the mean and CDF. The cloud edge’s CDF closely follows the total distribution of transparent ice
cloud column optical depths below 0.01. In contrast to the RL, CALIPSO’s distributions and means are
nearly identical for cloud edge, in-between clouds and isolated. This suggests that the smaller optical
depths only observed by the higher sensitivity RL contribute to the different distributions and means
between cloud edge, in-between clouds and isolated clouds.
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Figure 5. Cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of ice cloud column optical depths below 0.01 (solid
black) as well as those separated into 3 categories: cloud edges (dot dashed dark blue), in-between
(dashed light blue) and isolated (circle red) for (a) RL SGP, (b) RL TWP, (c) CALIPSO SGP and
(d) CALIPSO TWP. Mean values are given. Data for the RL at the SGP site are from August 2008 to
August 2016 and at the TWP site from December 2010 to January 2015. Data for CALIPSO for both the
SGP and TWP site are from June 2006 to August 2016.
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4.3. Optically Very Thin Ice Clouds Horizontal Extent

In addition to understanding how the optically very thin ice clouds reveal themselves temporally
in the observations (see the Case Study), the horizontal extent of the optically very thin ice clouds
is also of interest. The horizontal extent of these clouds and ice clouds more broadly are necessary
to improve projections of climatic effects [48]. For the RL, the temporal extent of the optically very
thin ice clouds can be translated into the horizontal extent by incorporating the winds from nearby
radiosondes. For each transparent profile with an ice cloud column optical depth below 0.01, the closest
radiosonde to the profile’s time is found and the wind speed is matched by height for all ice clouds
observed in the profile. The wind speed is multiplied by the time step (i.e., 8 min for SGP and 24 min
for TWP) to yield a horizontal distance. The column horizontal extent is then determined as the mean
horizontal distance of ice clouds observed within the profile. The group horizontal extent is therefore
the sum of the column horizontal extent in a group of optically very thin ice clouds (i.e., continuous
transparent ice cloud profiles of optically very thin ice clouds, identical to that defined in Figure 4).
For CALIPSO, the horizontal extent can be calculated by summing the number of 5 km profiles for
each group of optically very thin ice clouds.

Figure 6 shows the probability distribution functions (PDF) of horizontal extent for optically
very thin ice cloud groups observed by the RL and CALIPSO. CALIPSO observes a smaller mean
and median horizontal extent compared to the RL over both SGP and TWP. This aligns with the
observation that the higher sensitivity RL observes more optically very thin ice clouds. Therefore,
the RL likely observes more of the tail end of a group of optically very thin ice clouds compared to
CALIPSO, which would increase the horizontal extent observed overall and result in a higher mean
and median horizontal extent for the RL. The distinct peaks in the CALIPSO PDFs are the result of
CALIPSO’s retrieval scheme. CALIPSO retrieves optical depths for clouds detected at horizontal
averaging distances of 5 km, 20 km and 80 km [44]. Therefore, the peaks correspond to these horizontal
averaging distances and any combination of the horizontal averaging distances.
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Figure 6. Probability distribution functions (PDFs) of the horizontal extent for groups of continuous
transparent ice cloud profiles of ice cloud column optical depths below 0.01 for the RL (solid black)
and CALIPSO (dashed red) over the (a) SGP and (b) TWP sites. Mean and median values are given in
the parentheses. Data for the RL at the SGP site are from August 2008 to August 2016 and at the TWP
site from December 2010 to January 2015. Data for CALIPSO for both the SGP and TWP site are from
June 2006 to August 2016.
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4.4. Optically Very Thin Ice Cloud Vertical Occurrence

In addition to how often optically very thin ice clouds occur, information on the vertical distribution in
the atmosphere is another key component to determine the ice cloud radiative effects [49]. Figure 7 shows
the ice cloud occurrence with height for the RL with CALIPSO-like extinction resolution and CALIPSO,
separated into optically very thin (τi,c < 0.01), thin (0.01 ≤ τi,c < 0.3) and relatively thick (τi,c ≥ 0.3)
ice clouds. Collocated profiles where the transparent percentages are matched between the RL and
CALIPSO are used (Section 2.3). The vertical ice cloud occurrence separated into optical depth ranges
are also plotted for the RL and CALIPSO using a lidar ratio from the CALIPSO temperature-dependent
effective lidar ratio parameterization [45] divided by a constant multiple scattering factor of 0.8 for SGP
and 0.7 for TWP. This is the case that leads to a lidar ratio used for both the RL and CALIPSO, which is
consistent with the RL’s directly retrieved lidar ratios and CALIPSO’s constrained retrievals of effective
lidar ratios [8]. These factors (i.e., matching resolution, lidar ratio, and transparent percentages) are
considered to ensure a fair comparison, which are among the factors that were used to reconcile ice
cloud column optical depths between the RL and CALIPSO [8]. The only factor that is not considered is
the higher sensitivity of the RL (i.e., larger cloud fraction), which is largely isolated in this comparison.
The differences caused by the RL’s higher sensitivity are examined by looking at where the optically
very thin ice clouds vertically occur by comparing the solid blue and dashed-blue lines in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Ice cloud occurrence profiles from CALIPSO (solid red) and the RL with CALIPSO-like
extinction resolution (i.e., 8 min/60 m at SGP and 24 min/60 m at TWP) using the best-estimate lidar
ratio (solid black) for τi,c < 0.01 (top), 0.01 ≤ τi,c < 0.3 (middle), and τi,c ≥ 0.3 (bottom) over SGP
(left) and TWP (right). Also plotted are ice cloud occurrence profiles with lidar ratios determined
by the CALIPSO’s Version 4 temperature-dependent effective lidar ratio parameterization divided
by a constant multiple scattering factor of 0.8 for SGP and 0.7 for TWP for CALIPSO (blue) and the
RL (dashed blue). Only considered are transparent collocated profiles by matching the percentage
of transparent profiles from the RL and CALIPSO. Percentage of the distribution represented in each
optical depth range are given for the RL, RL with matching lidar ratio between the RL and CALIPSO,
CALIPSO and CALIPSO with matching lidar ratio between the RL and CALIPSO. Data are for times
collocated between the RL and CALIPSO at the SGP site from August 2008 to August 2016 and the
TWP site from December 2010 to January 2015.
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For the thin and relatively thick ice clouds, the RL and CALIPSO largely agree, except over SGP
for τi,c ≥ 0.3. The RL observes slightly more thick ice clouds than CALIPSO. As noted in Figure 3,
the RL observes more optically very thin ice clouds at both SGP and TWP. These ice clouds occur
at high altitudes, near the height for maximum occurrence of around 10 km and 15 km at SGP and
TWP, respectively. Optically very thin ice clouds also occur around 1 km at SGP. Of all optically
very thin ice clouds below 2 km at SGP, nearly all (~99.7%) occur between November and March.
The wintertime occurrence suggest these optically very thin ice clouds may be precipitating ice such as
snow. Overall, the vertical occurrences of optically very thin ice clouds agree with those for tropical
(TWP) and mid-latitude (SGP) subvisual ice clouds as presented in Hong and Liu [25].

4.5. Global Cloud Fraction

The RL with higher sensitivity detects more clouds than CALIPSO. However, the RL is confined
to a point-location, whereas CALIPSO provides near-global cloud measurements. The strengths for
both instruments offer the ability to infer what the global cloud fraction is by estimating what the
cloud fraction undetected by CALIPSO is and comparing that to what CALIPSO observes for the cloud
fraction globally. The cloud fraction undetected by CALIPSO is estimated by averaging the difference
between the RL and CALIPSO cloud fraction at SGP and TWP. CALIPSO’s global cloud fraction is
determined by considering all available CALIPSO profiles for the time period considered (2006–2016).

Figure 8 shows the cloud fractions from the RL and CALIPSO over SGP and TWP, and CALIPSO
over the globe. Cloud fractions are derived by using all profiles (upper panel) and transparent-only
profiles (lower panel) for all clouds (left) and ice clouds (right). Ice clouds are those only containing
randomly oriented ice particles. The RL resolution is consistent with CALIPSO’s feature detection
(i.e., CALIPSO-like feature detection resolution), which is 5 min/60 m over SGP and 20 min/60 m
over TWP [8]. Cloud fractions are constructed by only considering low to high confidence cloud
layers. However, the results are nearly identical when including no-confidence cloud layers or when
restricting this to medium and high confidence cloud layers, especially for ice clouds.

All clouds from all profiles provide an estimate for the global cloudiness considering all
observations. CALIPSO’s global cloud fraction is 0.66 and the average cloud fraction difference
between the RL and CALIPSO at SGP and TWP is +0.13. For transparent profiles, the CALIPSO global
cloud fraction is 0.42, with the average cloud fraction difference between the RL and CALIPSO at
SGP and TWP being +0.20. The difference in the RL and CALIPSO for all cloud fractions are largely
caused from the differences in instrument sensitivity: the optically very thin clouds are only detected
by the RL.

The results for ice clouds for all profiles (top right in Figure 8) should be interpreted with caution
since the CALIPSO, which is in space, samples different ice clouds than the ground-based RL. The case
study highlights the differences where CALIPSO observed ice clouds above liquid clouds, which is
more challenging to detect by RLs. Ice clouds for transparent profiles afford the ability to estimate
what the global cloud fraction might be if CALIPSO detected optically very thin ice clouds which the
higher sensitivity RL observes in greater numbers. Globally, CALIPSO observes an ice cloud fraction of
0.36 for transparent profiles, while the average cloud fraction difference between the RL and CALIPSO
at SGP and TWP is +0.17.
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Figure 8. Cloud fractions of all clouds (left) and ice clouds (right). Cloud fractions are based on (a) all
profiles and (b) transparent profiles for CALIPSO (red) and the RL (blue). Cloud fractions are for
SGP (light color), TWP (medium color) and CALIPSO global (dark red). The RL resolution is the
CALIPSO-like feature detection resolution (i.e., 5 min/60 m at SGP and 20 min/60 m at TWP). Values
are also given above the bars. Data for the RL at the SGP site are from August 2008 to August 2016
and at the TWP site from December 2010 to January 2015. Data for CALIPSO are from June 2006 to
August 2016.

5. Discussion

The higher sensitivity of the RL allows the opportunity to detect optically very thin ice clouds,
which often go undetected by CALIPSO. The optically very thin ice clouds represent a large proportion
(22–23%) of ice cloudy profiles. With the focus of this study being on the optically thinnest clouds that
can be detected by the instruments, a discussion of the uncertainty in the optical depth retrievals is
necessary. The optical depth is derived from the particulate extinction (Equation (1)); therefore, the
focus will be on uncertainties in particulate extinction. For both the RL and CALIPSO, uncertainty in
particulate extinction arises from uncertainties in the lidar ratio and particulate backscatter, which can
be expressed as

∆α =


√(

∆S
S

)2
+

(
∆β

β

)2
α (2)

where ∆α is the uncertainty in the particulate extinction α in km−1, ∆S is the uncertainty in the lidar
ratio S in sr, and ∆β is the uncertainty in the particulate backscatter β in (km sr)−1.

For the RL, the uncertainties for the lidar ratio and particulate backscatter depend on the methods
used to determine those quantities. RL lidar ratio and particulate backscatter uncertainties are
composed of uncertainties in the signal, overlap function and calibration coefficient. For CALIPSO,
the uncertainty for the lidar ratio also depends on the method used to determine the lidar ratio.
The lidar ratio uncertainty depends only on the uncertainties in the measured data for constrained
retrievals. The lidar ratio uncertainty is assigned a relative uncertainty of 25% for unconstrained
retrievals [45]. The uncertainty in particulate backscatter for CALIPSO is composed of the uncertainties
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in the molecular backscatter, normalization backscatter, molecular transmittance and particulate
transmittance [45,50].

To gauge the uncertainties in the ice cloud column optical depth, the absolute uncertainty in
particulate extinction is expressed as

∆τi,c =
∫ ztop

zbase

∆αi(z)dz (3)

where ∆τi,c is the absolute uncertainty in the ice cloud column optical depth in km−1, and ∆αi is
the uncertainty in the ice cloud particulate extinction in km−1. This approach of determining the
optical depth uncertainty neglects the contribution of the covariance of the lidar ratio and particulate
backscatter to the optical depth uncertainty. This contribution, however, is negligible for low optical
depths (i.e., the focus of this analysis) with typical SNRs [50]. The median absolute uncertainty for
transparent profiles with ice cloud column optical depths below 0.01 is 1.3E−3 km−1 (2.3E−3 km−1)
and 5.8E−3 km−1 (4.8E−3 km−1) for the RL and CALIPSO SGP (TWP). The median relative uncertainty
(i.e., Equation (3) divided by Equation (1)) for transparent profiles with ice cloud column optical depths
below 0.01 is 82.9% (85.2%) and 91.3% (73.1%) for the RL and CALIPSO SGP (TWP), respectively.
The relative uncertainty is large, which is the result of summing various factors contributing to ice
cloud extinction uncertainties, and is relative to small values by only considering the ice cloud column
optical depths below 0.01. For reference, the median absolute uncertainty for all ice cloudy transparent
profiles (Figure 3) is 0.029 (0.030) and 0.18 (0.10) for the RL and CALIPSO SGP (TWP), respectively.
The median relative uncertainty for all ice cloudy transparent profiles (Figure 3) is 30.3% (33.7%) and
66.8% (72.2%) for the RL and CALIPSO over SGP (TWP), respectively.

Analyzing profiles nearby to the optically very thin ice clouds indicates that optically thicker ice
clouds are directly adjacent, categorized as cloud edge or in-between clouds. This provides confidence
that the optically very thin ice clouds are real atmospheric phenomena and not artifacts of noise.
The optically very thin ice clouds detected by the RL indicate the great value in the RL to observe
clouds; in particular, those that prove challenging for remote sensing.

The temporal structure of optically very thin ice clouds observed by the RL reveals a clear
sky–cloud continuum that has also been shown for aerosols and low marine clouds [46,47]. The clear
sky–cloud continuum drifts away from the binary cloud mask approach as a spectrum exists between
clear and cloudy sky.

The optically very thin ice clouds detected by the RL can aid in estimating a global cloud fraction.
Leveraging the strengths of the RL and CALIPSO suggests that the cloud fraction could be around
0.13 larger than the CALIPSO global cloud fraction of 0.66 based on the average difference between
the RL and CALIPSO at SGP and TWP. This study is also informative of the ice cloud fraction for
transparent profiles. For transparent profiles, the ice cloud fraction could be around 0.17 larger than
the CALIPSO global ice cloud fraction of 0.36. The possible underestimation is largely related to the
optically very thin ice clouds that can go undetected by CALIPSO. Optically thin ice clouds have
recently been discovered to be vitally important for understanding ice cloud climatic impacts. Berry and
Mace [11] showed that the median ice water path was more important than the mean ice water path (as
previously thought) for determining the cloud radiative forcing of ice clouds due to the abundance of
optically thin ice clouds which were largely missed by earlier remote sensing efforts. In this study, we
have not quantified the possible radiative effects related to the optically very thin ice clouds, although
we expect the overall effect to be small. Other recent studies have calculated cloud radiative forcings
of ice clouds for varying locations and altitudes [13–16]. This necessitates comprehensive ice cloud
detection and ice cloud optical depth distributions and highlights the importance for understanding
optically very thin ice clouds as presented in this study.
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6. Summary

Optically very thin ice clouds are analyzed from ground-based Raman lidars (RLs) at the
atmospheric radiation measurement (ARM) program Southern Great Plains (SGP) site for 8 years
and at the ARM Tropical Western Pacific (TWP) site for 4 years. Also analyzed are optically very
thin ice clouds from the space-borne CALIPSO for 10 years at the ARM SGP site, ARM TWP site and
globally. The overall occurrence, nearby atmospheric environment, temporal structure, horizontal
extent, vertical occurrence and the global cloudiness implications of optically very thin clouds (i.e., ice
clouds with ice cloud column optical depth less than 0.01) are investigated.

A case for a collocated section between the RL and CALIPSO was compared for the time (and
space) evolution of ice cloud column optical depth and vertical profiles of all features detected. The RL
temporal progression of the ice cloud column optical depth revealed a clear sky–cloud continuum
that has been previously noted for aerosols and other cloud types [46,47]. The case comparison
emphasized the importance of only considering transparent profiles when comparing ground-based
and space-based instruments. Additionally, the case study highlighted the importance for space-based
lidars to observe ice clouds above liquid clouds as well as the importance of ground-based instruments
with higher sensitivity to detect optically very thin ice clouds.

CALIPSO was shown to detect significantly fewer ice clouds than the RL, particularly, optically
very thin ice clouds, when considering transparent profiles. Transparent optically very thin ice
clouds are separated into 3 categories based on the preceding and succeeding profiles: “cloud edge”,
“in-between” and “isolated”. RL and CALIPSO observations both indicate that a majority of optically
very thin ice clouds are directly adjacent to optically thicker ice clouds. CDFs of ice cloud optical depth
for optically very thin ice clouds showed that the mean and distributions were lowest for “isolated”,
highest for “in-between” and closely followed by the total optically very thin ice cloud distribution for
“cloud edges” from the RL. CALIPSO indicated little difference between the 3 categories in terms of
means and distribution.

The horizontal extent of the optically very thin ice clouds for both the RL and CALIPSO was
calculated. The mean horizontal extent for all optically very thin ice cloud groups observed by the
RL (CALIPSO) is 25 (14) km and 56 (21) km for SGP and TWP, respectively. The smaller horizontal
extent for CALIPSO compared to the RL aligns with the higher sensitivity RL observing smaller
optical depths.

The vertical occurrence of optically very thin, thin (0.01 ≤ τi,c < 0.3) and relatively thick (τi,c ≥ 0.3)
ice clouds was compared for collocated profiles where the transparent percentages were matched
between the RL and CALIPSO. The optically thin and thick ice clouds reasonably agreed when the
resolution and lidar ratio were also consistent. The optically very thin ice clouds disagreed near
the height of maximum ice cloud occurrence of 10 km and 15 km for SGP and TWP, respectively.
Additionally, disagreement was found around 1 km at SGP.

Global cloudiness was estimated from the RL and CALIPSO observations. All clouds for all
profiles considered indicate an average cloud fraction difference between the RL and CALIPSO at SGP
and TWP of +0.13 and a CALIPSO global cloud fraction of 0.66. Ice clouds for transparent profiles
estimate an average cloud fraction difference of +0.17 between the the RL and CALIPSO at SGP and
TWP with a CALIPSO global cloud fraction of 0.36.

This study shows that optically very thin ice clouds are prevalent and may increase the global
cloud fraction estimate from those derived from satellite-based instruments. Higher-sensitivity
ground-based instruments provide measurements of optically very thin ice clouds undetected by
space-based instruments. Space-based instruments provide global spatial coverage unparalleled by
ground-based instruments. Leveraging the strengths of ground-based and space-based instruments
provides a more comprehensive knowledge of ice cloud distribution spatially and optically, with the
ability to better understand ice cloud radiative effects.
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